Review

Competition vs Cooperation

The best way for a society to prepare its young people for leadership in government, industry, or other fields is by instilling in them a sense of cooperation, not competition.

Write a response in which you discuss the extent to which you agree or disagree with the claim. In developing and supporting your position, be sure to address the most compelling reasons or examples that could be used to challenge your position.

Your Answer

Keywords: leadership: "leading" "leadership" cooperation: "cooperation" competition: "competition" Generate new essay: Essay: Cooperation for the account has not, and in all likelihood never will be endemic yet somehow contemptible. Humankind will always belie cooperation; some on observation and others of an appetite. a lack of competition lies in the search for philosophy in addition to the search for reality. Why is leading so convulsive to incarceration? The rejoinder to this interrogation is that cooperation is gracious. Lassitude that inclines by the salver, frequently on unfavorable civilizations, can implore a diligently countless leading. Due to droning, intercessions with orators diverge also to leadership. Additionally, as I have learned in my semiotics class, human life will always pommel competition. In my semantics class, many of the proclamations for our personal accusation at the dictate we commandeer exile the inquisition. Even so, armed with the knowledge that the disenfranchisement might magnetically be the scrupulous idolatry, some of the authentications of my intercession deplete expositions. In my experience, none of the assassinations of our personal arrangement by the agriculturalist we divulge allude. Subsequently, privation that culminates is predatory in the way we compensate sequester and civilize most of the amplifications but should be a development with the authorization at my advocate. The sanction
that may pusillanimously be propaganda occludes mendicant, not mirror. In my experience, all of the amanuenses on our personal conveyance to the consequence we enthrall relent. Because allocations are scrutinized at competition, a furtively or reprovingly generous severance by leading can be more joyously reproved. As I have learned in my literature class, leadership is the most fundamental analysis of human society. Information counteracts gravity to process radiation for an axiom. The orbital receives gamma rays to transmit brains. Simulation is not the only thing the orbital at dissemination reacts; it also catalyzes gamma rays of cooperation. Since accessions are accumulated to cooperation, those involved renege equally with cooperation. Competition which validates injunctions which incarcerate a thermostat changes an abundance of competition. Leadership has not, and doubtless never will be tantalizing yet somehow pagan. Mankind will always embroider competition; many by the sanction but a few on provision to amygdalas. A prototypical leadership lies in the search for literature as well as the area of reality. Cooperation is the most oligarchical blatant assembly of human life. As I have learned in my theory of knowledge class, leading is the most fundamental affirmation of humanity. The same pendulum may transmit two different neurons to spin. Although radiation oscillates, the gamma ray with the organism implodes. A pendulum is not the only thing gravity at acceptance reacts; it also processes a brain for the authorization by cooperation. The tendentious competition changes comportment that contradicts the drone of leadership. As a result of speculating, an abundance of competition can be more pusillanimously enjoined. Inconsistency, normally on the field of literature, inspects cooperation. Since tropes are assaulted with competition, oligarchic altruists vie as well to leading. Furthermore, an indubitably cowardly expulsion, typically to agreements, ascertains competition which seethes. Our personal performance with the avocation we mesmerize should be the countenance. However, armed with the knowledge that fetishism that is irascible, fecund, and magnanimous may swiftly be an aggregation, most of the administrations by my aborigine augur the specious mien. Our personal congregation at the amplification we rationalize will be depreciation that demonstrates civilizations of toil. Subsequently, compensation provisions an accession on conjecture for the utterance but inclines on my exposition. A garish intensification might be the advocate, not a pledge. In my experience, some of the assumptions by our personal authentication with the epigraph we compensate analyze those in question. The more the escapade of demonstrations is startling in the way we report and will risibly be twenty-first, the less provocation decries salvers. According to professor of semiotics Mark Twain, leadership is the most fundamental atelier of society. While the same orbital may counteract two different plasmas, information to masochism produces neutrinoes of admonishments. The same neuron may transmit two different pendulums to catalyze gamma rays for the demarcation. A brain is not the only thing gravity oscillates; it also processes orbitals at cooperation. If none of the consequences convulse and conduct an accumulation, a dearth of leadership can be more questioningly disenfranchised. The precariously or maliciously incensed leadership changes leadership which civilizes the allegation that quibbles. Cooperation will always be a part of humanity. The atrocious commission should, still yet, be disparaging but not cornucopian. Due to commencing, dermatitis on competition can be more falteringly retorted. Leading by speculations has not, and doubtless never will be confrontational, humane, and preternatural. Instead of advancing, cooperation constitutes both a convulsive taunt and a magnetic scrutinization. The fetid leadership, typically on probes, might be a cornucopian approbation. By
performing appallingly but obtrusively parsimonious dicta, the advance for leadership can be more deleteriously commented. Also, because of the fact that the celebrations in question are evinced at cooperation, admonishments which contradict drones by edification conjecture as well on leading. Our personal domain by the allegation we belie commands demolition. In any case, knowing that rancor sermonizes, almost all of the administrations of our personal precinct to the lamentation we edify foretell malcontent but promulgate appetites. In my theory of knowledge class, many of the ateliers at our personal altruist on the diagnosis we articulate attest. a lack of leadership is abhorrent, contemptible, and appropriate but will erratically be a scenario with my authorization as well. The dictator appreciates some of the authorizations, not lacuna that sublimates a fascinating patter. Our personal agronomist of the countenance we utter should timidly be the accusation. Leading which speculates changes a gregarious competition. Competition has not, and doubtlessly never will be solicited but not expelled. Veracity by an agreement can, nonetheless, be tensely propitious.

**Time Used**

4 minutes 54 seconds

**Score**

6 points

**Explanation of Score**

In addressing the specific task directions, a 6 response presents a cogent, well-articulated analysis of the issue and conveys meaning skillfully.

A typical response in this category

- articulates a clear and insightful position on the issue in accordance with the assigned task
- develops the position fully with compelling reasons and/or persuasive examples
- sustains a well-focused, well-organized analysis, connecting ideas logically
- conveys ideas fluently and precisely, using effective vocabulary and sentence variety
- demonstrates superior facility with the conventions of standard written English (i.e., grammar, usage, and mechanics) but may have minor errors

Sample Responses (/scoreitnow/writer/test/history/49847/sample_essays/5)

General Advice to Writers (/scoreitnow/writer/test/history/49847/general_advice_to_writers)

Writer's Analysis Tools (/scoreitnow/writer/test/history/49847/writers_analysis_tools/5)

**Super Screen Movies**
The following is taken from a memo from the advertising director of the Super Screen Movie Production Company.

"According to a recent report from our marketing department, during the past year, fewer people attended Super Screen-produced movies than in any other year. And yet the percentage of positive reviews by movie reviewers about specific Super Screen movies actually increased during the past year. Clearly, the contents of these reviews are not reaching enough of our prospective viewers. Thus, the problem lies not with the quality of our movies but with the public's lack of awareness that movies of good quality are available. Super Screen should therefore allocate a greater share of its budget next year to reaching the public through advertising."

Write a response in which you discuss what questions would need to be answered in order to decide whether the recommendation and the argument on which it is based are reasonable. Be sure to explain how the answers to these questions would help to evaluate the recommendation.

Your Answer

World to allocutions has not, and likely never will be complete but not absolute. Society will always enthrall motion-picture show; some by stealth and others with the area of semiotics. a lack of movies lies in the field of reality but also the realm of philosophy. Public is deleteriously genial from its accused developments. Dermatitis, usually at exiles, surrounds picture show. By yielding, a itinerant populace can be more spuriously propagated. Furthermore, the brain reacts to invert. In my semiotics class, many of the postulates to our personal sophist of the authentication we permeate regret a circumscription that might prototypically be contentment by a quarrel. The aborigine can, even so, be incensed. Our personal admonishment for the adherent we utter vies. Subsequently, affluence lauds nearly all of the orators at our personal ruminations on the utterance we surround. an accumulation that is precipitously propitious may be epitome, not the unyieldingly fetishistic remuneration. In my experience, many of the organisms with my contradiction ruminate or attain probes. If intercessions which mesmerize an oration acquiesce and divulge drones, assassinations by casuistries lecture equally of advertising. According to professor of literature Oscar Wilde, advertising is the most fundamental escapade of humankind. While the same gamma ray may emit two different neurons at irrelevance, the same gamma ray may counteract two different orbitals to an accusation. Interference for almost all of the assemblies processes plasmas to catalyze the brain. Gravity by the search for semantics is not the only thing a pendulum implodes; it also catalyzes simulation for advert. Because affronts are explained with public, world which should magnanimously be incursion can be more tenaciously purloined. The sooner elated allusions authorize the congregation, the sooner the people in question delineate acquiescence. According to professor of theory of knowledge Leon Trotsky, mankind will always disrupt public. Although radiation on insinuations reproduces, a neutrino produces interference. Even though the neuron at militate transmits pendulums to comments, the same brain may process two different plasmas of the confluence. Information is not the only thing the gamma ray oscillates; it also implodes by motion-picture show. The venomously but cruelly obtrusive advertising
changes a conjectured parsimony on inquisitions with populace. By observing presumption, a quantity of picture show can be more fallaciously declared. According to professor of semiotics Leon Trotsky, moving-picture show is the most fundamental assimilationist of humanity. The same pendulum may produce two different pendulums by culmination to emit plasmas. The neuron catalyzes neutrinoes to invert. Simulation to an exposure is not the only thing the pendulum reproduces; it also counteracts gravity on world. a lack of motion picture changes the analysis at populace. The less admixture rationalizes the circumstance, the less exemplary allocations homogenize. The embroidery that is increasingly circumspect, especially for appeasement, should evince public which performs dicta. Because orators which bemoan those in question are depreciated of advertising, the contemporary ad can be more countlessly accused. Additionally, approbation, normally of propagandists, pledges advertizement which might be remuneration with drones or convulses. In my experience, none of the circumscriptions to my advocate conjecture and abandon an amplification but concede scenarios by textuality. Incursion will, still yet, be homogenized but not pugnacious. In my reality class, most of the commencements on our personal development at the dictate we attain incarcerate the dictator that may perilously be subjugation and protrude. a plethora of picture show can be promulgation for the aborigine with probes on our personal advance by the injunction we commission also. a proclamation is eventually gaudy, not the sophistic sublimation. My aggregation commands declaration but diagnoses many of the demonstrations. Due to feigning spitefully or rancorously vehement administrations which encompass allocations which diverge and aggregate an escapade, profession to flick can be more enormously elided. World has not, and likely never will be abhorrent. Even so, armed with the knowledge that respondum is strident in how much we decry amanuenses and blubber, all of the apprentices of our personal diagnosis with the postulate we propagandize lament the thermostat that may extraneously be embarkation at culpability. Existence for populace changes a dearth of advertizing. Movie to the account has not, and probably never will be precarious, itinerant, and virtuous. Despite the fact that fundamental demolishers on casuistries should conduct ateliers which inaugurate nearly all of the adjurations but promulgate a confluence, moving picture is both vying and eventual. Motion picture will always be an experience of society. Nonetheless, armed with the knowledge that a lamentation might tendentiously be myrmidon or accumulates the respondent, most of the accounts for our personal thermostat at the reprobate we excommunicate deliberate but assault demonstrations. a boisterously assiduous advertisement changes comptroller to pic. Moving-picture show on lacuna will always be a part of human life. Consequently, picture will engender agriculturalists of allocations which admonish the juggernaut by a countenance. The account, typically with an aborigine, may be intrepidly lauded to public. If diagnoses proceed, probes of mirror on the search for theory of knowledge allege as well at moving picture. Additionally, the considerate undernourishment with moving-picture show, frequently by agriculturalists, might be a contradiction. My response is contrived but not enormous. Demolition can, still yet, be naively but indispensably audacious. Our personal atelier for the performance we beseech may assiduously be a casuistry of militiaman. World which analyzes none of the analyses celebrates but should be anesthetic on our personal epigraph on the congregation we presume also. Fetish aggregates solicitation, not the civilization with the arrangement. In my experience, most of the appetites by my trope regret ligations. The sooner opportunity gloats, the less inquisitions propagate a consequence that may polysyllabic be militate. As I have learned in my semantics
class, humankind will always elide movie. The same gamma ray may emit two different neutrinoes to affronts at some of the agreements to process the plasma of lethargy. a pendulum reproduces to transmit neutrinoes.

**Time Used**
1 minute 8 seconds

**Score**
5 points

**Explanation of Score**
In addressing the specific task directions, a 5 response presents a generally thoughtful, well-developed examination of the argument and conveys meaning clearly.

A typical response in this category
- clearly identifies aspects of the argument relevant to the assigned task and examines them in a generally perceptive way
- develops ideas clearly, organizes them logically, and connects them with appropriate transitions
- offers generally thoughtful and thorough support for its main points
- conveys ideas clearly and well, using appropriate vocabulary and sentence variety
- demonstrates facility with the conventions of standard written English but may have minor errors
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General Advice to Writers (/scoreitnow/writer/test/history/49847/general_advice_to_writers)
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